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South Africa is the perfect photographic subject; the model that effortlessly responds to the lighting and 
makes every shot come out as if for a magazine cover. Even with a point-and-shoot, this is a country that 
looks great on camera, yet the South Africa photo roll is always changing that brings rewards for 
photographers who explore both the famous and unseen sides to the country. 
 
Suggested Itinerary:  
St Lucia Wetlands / Indian Ocean: Exotic colours will provide the postcard image in Saint Lucia with the white sand 
flanked by the turquoise waters of the Indian Ocean. Monkeys roam through the trees, and you are never far from 
the antics of the wild hippos. Birdlife is prolific here, and you cannot go 100 meters without catching site of another 
unusual species. The iSimangaliso Wetlands are a wonderful expression of nature's exotic colours, and the Elephants 
provide a stunning focal point.   
 

Eswatini: The landscapes are incredible with the rolling hills uninterrupted by modernity. here is about photographing 
the panoramic scenes of natural Africa. So much seems to fit into your viewfinder, and your photos can showcase 
how everything is interacting and communicating in the bush.  
 

Kruger National Park: For a Big Five safari, this region is one of the best destinations in all of Africa. As you do with all 
wildlife photography, you will need patience. But luckily, you will not be spending a full day seeking out one revered 
shot. Game drives leave at dawn and dusk as the landscape is most active, and the light will help you to produce 
some astonishing images. 
 
Moholoholo: A unique Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre is a home to many of South Africa’s abandoned, injured and 
poisoned wildlife. This is a good opportunity to get those close-up photos of some of Africa’s most amazing wild birds 
and mammals.  
 

This varied 10-day South African fieldtrip will connect the contrasts of the country and give equal weight to 
wildlife, landscapes, people, and culture. You will explore from four distinctive bases to follow a relaxed 
program of day trips that will ensure that you capture the country during the best light. This itinerary is 
tailored for wildlife photographers, students and enthusiastic photographers who want to explore the 
different facets of the country. 

If you would like to arrange a meeting to discuss this further or would like to speak to us in person 

about these opportunities, then please do not hesitate to contact us.  

  Maureen Collins : +44 (0)7834 764440  e-mail: maureen@lushsafaris.com  Lorraine  

Web site: www.lushsafaris.com 

 


